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Abstract
We show that the frequency of word use is not only determined by the word length
[1] and the average information content [2], but also by its emotional content. We
have analyzed three established lexica of affective word usage in English, German,
and Spanish, to verify that these lexica have a neutral, unbiased, emotional content.
Taking into account the frequency of word usage, we find that words with a positive
emotional content are more frequently used. This lends support to Pollyanna
hypothesis [3] that there should be a positive bias in human expression. We also find
that negative words contain more information than positive words, as the
informativeness of a word increases uniformly with its valence decrease. Our findings
support earlier conjectures about (i) the relation between word frequency and
information content, and (ii) the impact of positive emotions on communication and
social links.

PACS Codes: 89.65.-s; 89.70.Cf; 89.90.+n

1 Introduction
One would argue that human languages, in order to facilitate social relations, should be
biased towards positive emotions. This question becomes particularly relevant for senti-
ment classification, as many tools assume as null hypothesis that human expression has
neutral emotional content [, ], or reweight positive and negative emotions [] without a
quantification of the positive bias of emotional expression. We have tested and measured
this bias in the context of online written communication by analyzing three established
lexica of affective word usage. These lexica cover three of the most used languages on the
Internet, namely English [], German [], and Spanish []. The emotional content aver-
aged over all the words in each of them is neutral. Considering, however, the everyday
usage frequency of these words we find that the overall emotion of the three languages is
strongly biased towards positive values, because words associated with a positive emotion
are more frequently used than those associated with a negative emotion.
Historically, the frequency of words was first analyzed by Zipf [, ] showing that fre-

quency predicts the length of a word as result of a principle of least effort. Zipf ’s law high-
lighted fundamental principles of organization in human language [], and called for an
interdisciplinary approach to understand its origin [–] and its relation to wordmean-
ing []. Recently Piantadosi et al. [] extended Zipf ’s approach by showing that, in order
to have efficient communication, word length increases with information content. Fur-
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ther discussions [–] highlighted the relevance ofmeaning as part of the communica-
tion process as, for example, more abstract ideas are expressed through longer words [].
Our work focuses on one particular aspect of meaning, namely the emotion expressed
in a word, and how this is related to word frequency and information content. This ap-
proach requires additional data beyond word length and frequency, which became avail-
able thanks to large datasets of human behaviour on the Internet. Millions of individuals
write text online, for which a quantitative analysis can provide new insights into the struc-
ture of human language and even provide a validation of social theories []. Sentiment
analysis techniques allow to quantify the emotions expressed through posts andmessages
[, ]. Recent studies have provided statistical analyses [–] andmodelling approaches
[, ] of individual and collective emotions on the Internet.
An emotional bias in written expressions, however, would have a strong impact, as it

shifts the balance between positive and negative expressions. Thus, for all researchers
dealing with emotions in written text it would be of particular importance to know about
such bias, how it can be quantified, and how it affects the baseline, or reference point,
for expressed emotions. Our investigation is devoted to this problem by combining two
analyses, (i) quantifying the emotional content of words in terms of valence, and (ii) quan-
tifying the frequency of word usage in the whole indexable web []. We provide a study
of the baseline of written emotional expression on the Internet in three languages that
span more than .% of the websites []: English (.%), German (.%), and Spanish
(.%). These languages are used everyday bymore than million users, who create the
majority of the content available on the Internet.
In order to link the emotionality of eachwordwith the information it carries, we build on

the recent work of Piantadosi et al. []. This way, we reveal the importance of emotional
content in human communication which influences the information carried by words.
While the rational process that optimizes communication determines word lengths by
the information they carry, we find that the emotional content affects the word frequency
such that positive words appear more frequently. This points towards an emotional bias
in used language and supports Pollyanna hypothesis [], which asserts that there is a bias
towards the usage of positive words. Furthermore, we extend the analysis of information
content by taking into account word context rather than just word frequency. This leads
to the conclusion that positive words carry less information than negative ones. In other
words, the informativeness of words highly depends on their emotional polarity.
We wish to emphasize that our work distinguishes itself both regarding its methodology

and its findings from a recent article []. There, the authors claim a bias in the amount
of positive versus negative words in English, while no relation between emotionality and
frequency of use was found. A critical examination of the conditions of that study shows
that the quantification of emotions was done in an uncontrolled setup through the Ama-
zonMechanical Turk. Participants were shown a scale similar to the ones used in previous
works [–], as explained in []. Thanks to the popular usage of the Mechanical Turk,
the authors evaluated more than , terms from the higher frequency range in four
different corpora of English expression. However, the authors did not report any selection
criterion for the participant reports, opposed to themethodology presented in [] where
up to % of the participants had to be discarded in some experiments.
Because of this lack of control in their experimental setup, the positive bias found in

[] could be easily explained as an acquiescent bias [, ], a result of the human ten-
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dency to agree in absence of further knowledge or relevance. In particular, this bias has
been repeatedly shown to exist in self assessments of emotions [, ], requiring careful
response formats, scales, and analyses to control for it. Additionally, the wording used to
quantify word emotions in [] (happiness), could imply two further methodological bi-
ases: The first one is a possible social desirability bias [], as participants tend to modify
their answers towards more socially acceptable answers. The positive social perception
of displaying happiness can influence the answers given by the participants of the study.
Second, the choice of the word happiness implies a difference compared with the stan-
dard psychological term valence []. Valence is interpreted as a static property of the
word while happiness is understood as a dynamic property of the surveyed person when
exposed to the word. This kind of framing effects have been shown to have a very large
influence in survey results. For example, a recent study [] showed a large change in the
answers by simply changing voting for being a voter in a voter turnout survey.
Hence, there is a strong sensitivity to such influences which are not controlled for in

[]. Because of all these limitations, in our analysis we chose to use the current standard
lexica of word valence. These lexica, albeit limited to , to ,words, were produced
in three controlled, independent setups, and provide the most reliable estimation of word
emotionality for our analysis. Our results on these lexica are consistent with recent works
on the relation between emotion and word frequency [, ] for English in corpora of
limited size.

2 Results
2.1 Frequency of emotional words
In detail, we have analyzed three lexica of affective word usage which contain , En-
glish words, , German words and , Spanish words, together with their emotional
scores obtained from extensive human ratings. These lexica have effectively established
the standard for emotion analyses of human texts []. Each word in these lexica is as-
signed a set of values measuring different aspects of word emotionality. The three inde-
pendent studies that generated the lexica for English [], German [], and Spanish []
used the Self-Assessment Mannequin (SAM) method to ask participants about the differ-
ent emotion values associated to each word in the lexicon. One of these values, a scalar
variable v called valence, represents the degree of pleasure induced by the emotion associ-
ated with the word, and it is known to explain most of the variance in emotional meaning
[]. In this article, we use v to quantify word emotionality.
In each lexicon, words were chosen such that they evenly span the full range of va-

lence.a In order to compare the emotional content of the three different languages, we
have rescaled all values of v to the interval [–, ]. As shown in the left panel of Figure ,
indeed, the average valence, as well as the median, of all three lexica is very close to zero,
i.e. they do not provide an emotional bias. This analysis, however, neglects the actual fre-
quency of word usage, which is highly skew distributed [, ]. For our frequency esti-
mations we have used Google’s N-gram dataset [] which, with  tokens, is one of
the largest datasets available about real human text expressions on the Internet. For our
analysis, we have studied the frequency of the words which have an affective classification
in the respective lexicon in either English, German, or Spanish. Figure  shows emotion
word clouds for the three languages, where each word appears with a size proportional to
its frequency. The color of a word is chosen according to its valence, ranging from red for
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Figure 1 Emotion word clouds with frequencies calculated from Google’s crawl. In each word cloud for
English (left), German (middle), and Spanish (right), the size of a word is proportional to its frequency of
appearance in the trillion-token Google N-gram dataset [26]. Word colors are chosen from red (negative) to
green (positive) in the valence range from psychology studies [7–9]. For the three languages, positive words
predominate on the Internet.

v = – to green for v = +. It is clear that green dominates over red in the three cases, as
positive emotions predominate on the Internet. Some outliers, like “home”, have a special
higher frequency of appearance inwebsites, but as we show later, our results are consistent
with frequencies measured from traditional written texts like books.
In a general setup, the different usage of words with the same valence is quite obvious.

For example, both words “party” and “sunrise” have the same positive valence of .,
however the frequency of “party” is . per onemillion words compared to . for “sun-
rise”. Similarly, both “dead” and “distressed” have a negative valence of –., but the
former appears . times per one million words, the latter only . times. Taking into
account all frequencies of word usage, we find for all three languages that the median
shifts considerably towards positive values. This is shown in the right panel of Figure .
Wilcoxon tests show that themeans of these distributions are indeed different, with an es-
timated difference in a % confidence interval of .±. for English, .±.
for German, and .±. for Spanish. Hence, with respect to usage we find evidence
that the language used on the Internet is emotionally charged, i.e. significantly different
from being neutral. This affects quantitative analyses of the emotions in written text, be-
cause the “emotional reference point” is not at zero, but at considerably higher valence
values (about .).

2.2 Relation between information and valence
Our analysis suggests that there is a definite relation between word valence and frequency
of use. Here we study the role of emotions in the communication process building on the
relation between information measures and valence. While we are unable to measure in-
formation perfectly, we can approximate its value given the frequencies of words andword
sequences. First we discuss the relation betweenword valence and information content es-
timated from the simpleword occurrences, namely self-information. Thenwe explain how
this extends when the information is measured taking into account the different contexts
in which a word can appear. The self-information of a word, I(w) [] is an estimation of
the information content from its probability of appearance, P(w), as

I(w) = –logP(w) ()
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Figure 2 Distributions of word emotions weighted by the frequency of word usage. (left panel)
Distributions of reported valence values for words in English (top panel, lexicon: [7], 1,034 entries), German
(middle panel, lexicon: [8], 2,902 entries), and Spanish (bottom panel, lexicon: [9], 1,034 entries), normalized by
the size of the lexica. Average valence (median) 0.048 (0.095) for English, 0.021 (0.067) for German, and –0.065
(–0.006) for Spanish. (right panel) Normalized distributions of reported valence values weighted by the
frequency of word usage, obtained from the same lexica. Average valence (median) 0.314 (0.375) for English,
0.200 (0.216) for German, and 0.238 (0.325) for Spanish. The dashed lines indicate the median. Inset numbers:
ratio of positive and negative areas in the corresponding distributions.

Frequency-based information contentmetrics like self-information are commonly used in
computational linguistics to systematically analyze communication processes. Informa-
tion content is a better predictor for word length than word frequency [, ], and the re-
lation between information content andmeaning, including emotional content, is claimed
to be crucial for the way humans communicate [–]. We use the self-information of a
word as an estimation of information content for a context size of , to build up later on
larger context sizes. This way, we frame our analysis inside the larger framework of N-
gram information measures, aiming at an extensible approach that can be incorporated in
the fields of computational linguistics and sentiment analysis.
For the three lexica, we calculated I(w) of each word and linked it to its valence, v(w).

As defined in Equation , very common words provide less information than very unusual
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Table 1 Correlations between word valence and information measurements.

English German Spanish

ρ(v, f ) 0.222** 0.144** 0.236**

ρ(v, I) –0.368** –0.325** –0.402**

ρ(v, I′) –0.294** –0.222** –0.311**

ρ(v, I2) –0.332** –0.301** –0.359**

ρ(v, I3) –0.313** –0.201** –0.340**

ρ(v, I4) –0.254** –0.049* –0.162**

Correlation coefficients of the valence (v), frequency f , self-information I, and information content measured for 2-grams I2 , 3-
grams I3 , and 4-grams I4 , and with self-information I′ measured from the frequencies reported in [42–44]. Significance levels:
*p < 0.01, **p < 0.001.

ones, but this nonlinearmapping between frequency and self-informationmakes the latter
more closely related to word valence than the former. The first two lines of Table  show
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient of word valence and frequency ρ(v, f ), followed by the
correlation coefficient between word valence and self-information, ρ(v, I). For all three
languages, the absolute value of the correlation coefficient with I is larger than with f ,
showing that self-information provides more knowledge about word valence than plain
frequency of use.
The right column of Figure  shows in detail the relation between v and I . From the clear

negative correlation found for all three languages (between –. and –.), we deduce that
words with less information content carry more positive emotions, as the average valence
decreases along the self-information range. Asmentioned before the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient between word valence and self-information, ρ(v, I), is significant and negative
for the three languages (Table ). Our results outperform a recent finding [] that, while
focusing on individual text production, reported a weaker correlation (below .) between
the logarithm of word usage frequency and valence. This previous analysis was based on
a much smaller data set from Internet discussions (in the order of  tokens) and the
same English lexicon of affective word usage [] we used. Using a much higher accuracy
in estimating word frequencies and extending the analysis to three different languages, we
were able to verify that there is a significant relation between the emotional content of a
word and its self-information, impacting the frequency of usage.
Eventually, we also performed a control analysis using alternative frequency datasets,

to account for possible anomalies in the Google dataset due to its online origin. We used
the word frequencies estimated from traditional written corpuses, i.e. books, as reported
in the original datasets for English [], German [], and Spanish []. Calculating the
self-information from these and relating them to the valences given, we obtained similar,
but slightly lower Pearson’s correlation coefficients ρ(v, I ′) (see Table ). So, we conclude
that our results are robust across different types of written communication, for the three
languages analyzed.
It is not surprising to find a larger self-information for negative words, as their probabil-

ity of appearance is generally lower. The amount of information carried by a word is also
highly dependent on its context. Among other factors, the context is defined by the word
neighborhood in the sentence. For example, the word “violent” contains less information
in the sentence “dangerous murderers are violent” than in “fluffy bunnies are violent”, as
the probability of finding this particular word is larger when talking about murderers than
about bunnies. For this reason we evaluate how the context of a word impacts its infor-
mativeness and valence. The intuition behind measuring information depending on the
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Figure 3 Relation between information measures and valence. Each graphic on the left column shows
the relation between valence and information content measured up to a context of size four. Each bar
represents a bin containing 10% of the words in the lexicon, with a size proportional to the average
information content of the words in the bar. The color of each bar ranges from red to green, representing the
average valence of the words in the corresponding bin. Each bar has a color gradient according to the
standard error of the valence mean. Information content has been rescaled so it can be compared among
context sizes. For all three languages and context sizes, negativity increases with information content. The
second column shows the relation between word self-information and valence for English, German, and
Spanish. Average valence is shown for bins that contain 5% of the data, with error bars showing the standard
error. For all the three languages, valence clearly decreases with the self-information of the word, i.e. positive
words carry less information than negative words.

context is that the information content of a word depends primarily on i) the amount of
contexts it can appear and ii) the probability of appearance in each one of these contexts.
Not only the most infrequent, but the most specific and unexpectable words are the ones
that carry the most information. Given each context ci where a word w appears, the infor-
mation content is defined as

–

N

N∑

i=

log(P(W = w|C = ci)) ()
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where N is the total frequency of the word in the corpus used for the estimation. These
values were calculated as approximations of the information content given the words sur-
rounding w up to size .
We analyzed howword valence is related to the information content up to context size 

using the original calculations provided by Piantadosi et al. []. This estimation is based on
the frequency of sequences of N words, called N-grams, from the Google dataset [] for
N ∈ {, , }. This dataset contains frequencies for single words and N-grams, calculated
from an online corpus ofmore than a trillion tokens. The source of this dataset is thewhole
Google crawl, which aimed at spanning a large subset of the web, providing a wide point
of view on how humans write on the Internet. For each size of the context N , we have a
different estimation of the information carried by the studiedwords, with self-information
representing the estimation from a context of size .
The left column of Figure  shows how valence decreases with the estimation of the in-

formation content for each context size. Each bar represents the same amount of words
within a language and has an area proportional to the rescaled average information con-
tent carried by these words. The color of each bar represents the average valence of the
binned words. The decrease of average valence with information content is similar for es-
timations using -grams and -grams. For the case of -grams it also decreases for English
and Spanish, but this trend is not so clear for German. These trends are properly quan-
tified by Pearson’s correlation coefficients between valence and information content for
each context size (Table ). Each correlation coefficient becomes smaller for larger sizes of
the context, as the information content estimation includes a larger context but becomes
less accurate.

2.3 Additional analysis of valence, length and self-information
In order to provide additional support for our results, we tested different hypotheses im-
pacting the relation between word usage and valence. First, we calculated Pearson’s and
Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the absolute value of the valence and the self-
information of a word, ρ(abs(v), I) (see Table ). We found both correlation coefficients
to be around . for German and Spanish, while they are not significant for English. The
dependence between valence and self-information disappears if we ignore the sign of the
valence, which means, indeed, that the usage frequency of a word is not just related to the
overall emotional intensity, but to the positive or negative emotion expressed by the word.
Subsequently, we found that the correlation coefficient between word length and self-

information (ρ(l, I)) is positive, showing that word length increases with self-information.
These values of ρ(l, I) are consistent with previous results [, ]. Pearson’s and Spearman’s

Table 2 Additional correlations between valence, self-information and length.

English German Spanish

ρ(abs(v), I) 0.032
◦

0.109*** 0.135***

ρ(l, I) 0.378*** 0.143*** 0.361***

ρ(v, l) –0.044
◦

–0.071*** –0.112***

ρ(v, I|l) –0.379*** –0.319*** –0.399***

ρ(l, I|v) 0.389*** 0.126*** 0.357***

Correlation coefficients of the valence (v), absolute value of the valence (abs(v)), and word length (l) versus self-information
(I). Partial correlations are calculated for both variables (ρ(v, I|l),ρ(l, I|v)), and correlation between valence and length (ρ(v, l)).
Significance levels:

◦
p < 0.3, *p < 0.1, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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Table 3 Partial correlation coefficients between valence and information content.

English German Spanish

ρ(v, I2|I) –0.034
◦

–0.100*** –0.058*

ρ(v, I3|I) –0.101** –0.070*** –0.149***

ρ(v, I4|I) –0.134*** –0.020* –0.084**

Correlation coefficients of the valence (v) and information content measured on different context sizes (I2 , I3 , I4) controlling
for self-information (I). Significance levels:

◦
p < 0.3, *p < 0.1, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

correlation coefficients between valence and length ρ(v, l) are very low or not significant.
In order to test the combined influence of valence and length to self-information, we cal-
culated the partial correlation coefficients ρ(v, I|l) and ρ(l, I|v). The results are shown in
Table , and are within the % confidence intervals of the original correlation coefficients
ρ(v, I) and ρ(l, I). This provides support for the existence of an additional dimension in the
communication process closely related to emotional content rather than communication
efficiency. This is consistent with the known result that word lengths adapt to information
content [], and we discover the independent semantic feature of valence. Valence is also
related to information content but not to the symbolic representation of the word through
its length.
Finally, we explore the sole influence of context by controlling for word frequency. In Ta-

ble  we show the partial correlation coefficients of valence with information content for
context sizes between  and , controlling for self-information. We find that most of the
correlations keep significant and of negative sign, with the exception of I for English. The
weaker correlation for context sizes of  is probably related to twoword constructions such
as negations, articles before nouns, or epithets. These high-frequent, low-information
constructions lead to the conclusion that I does not explain more about the valence than
self-information in English, as short range word interactions change the valence of the
whole particle. This finding supports the assumption ofmany lexicon-based unsupervised
sentiment analysis tools, which consider valencemodifiers for two-word constructions [,
]. On the other hand, the significant partial correlation coefficients with I and I sug-
gest that word information content combines at distances longer than , as longer word
constructions convey more contextual information than -grams. Knowing the possible
contexts of a word up to distance  provides further information about word valence than
sole self-information.

3 Discussion
Our analysis provides strong evidence that words with a positive emotional content are
used more often. This lends support to Pollyanna hypothesis [], i.e. positive words are
more often used, for all the three languages studied. Our conclusions are consistent for,
and independent of, different corpuses used to obtain the word frequencies, i.e. they are
shown to hold for traditional corpuses of formal written text, as well as for the Google
dataset and cannot be attributed as artifacts of Internet communication.
Furthermore, we have pointed out the relation between the emotional and the informa-

tional content of words. Words with negative emotions are less often used, but because of
their rareness they carry more information, measured in terms of self-information, com-
pared to positive words. This relation remains valid even when considering the context
composed of sequences of up to four words (N-grams). Controlling for word length, we
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find that the correlation between information and valence does not depend on the length,
i.e. it is indeed the usage frequency that matters.
In our analysis, we did not explore the role of syntactic rules and grammatical classes

such as verbs, adjectives, etc. However, previous studies have shown the existence of a
similar bias when studying adjectives and their negations []. The question of how syn-
tax influences emotional expression is beyond the scope of the present work. Note that the
lexica we use are composed mainly of nouns, verbs and adjectives, due to their emotional
relevance. Function words such as “a” or “the” are not considered to have any emotional
content and therefore were excluded from the original studies. In isolation, these function
words do not contain explicit valence content, but their presence in text can modify the
meaning of neighboring words and thus modify the emotional content of a sentence as a
whole. Our analysis on partial correlations show that there is a correlation between the
structure of a sentence and emotional content beyond the simple appearance of individ-
ual words. This result suggests the important role of syntax in the process of emotional
communication. Future studies can extend our analysis by incorporating valence scores
for word sequences, exploring how syntactical rules represent the link between context
and emotional content.
The findings reported in this paper suggest that the process of communication between

humans, which is known to optimize information transfer [], also creates a bias towards
positive emotional content. A possible explanation is the basic impact of positive emo-
tions on the formation of social links between humans. Human communication should
reinforce such links, which it both shapes and depends on. Thus, it makes much sense
that human languages on average have strong bias towards positive emotions, as we have
shown (see Figure ). Negative expressions, on the other hand, mostly serve a different
purpose, namely that of transmitting highly informative and relevant events. They are
less used, but carry more information.
Our findings are consistent with emotion research in social psychology. According

to [], the expression of positive emotions increases the level of communication and
strengthens social links. This would lead to stronger pro-social behaviour and cooper-
ation, giving evolutionary advantage to societies whose communication shows a positive
bias. As a consequence, positive sentenceswould becomemore frequent and even advance
to a social norm (cf. “Have a nice day”), but they would provide less information when ex-
pressed. Our analysis provides insights on the asymmetry of evaluative processes, as fre-
quent positive expression is consistent with the concept of positivity offset introduced in
[] and recently reviewed in []. In addition, Miller’s negativity bias (stronger influence
of proximal negative stimuli) found in experiments provides an explanation for the higher
information content of negative expression. When writing, people could have a tendency
to avoid certain negative topics and bring up positive ones just because it feels better to
talk about nice things. That would lower the frequency of negative words and lower the
amount of information carried by positive expression, as negative expression would be
necessary to transmit information about urgent threats and dangerous events.
Eventually, we emphasize that the positive emotional “charge” of human communication

has a further impact on the quantitative analysis of communication on the Internet, for ex-
ample in chatrooms, forums, blogs, and other online communities. Our analysis provides
an estimation of the emotional baseline of human written expression, and automatic tools
and further analyses will need to take this into account. In addition, this relation between
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information content andword valencemight be useful to detect anomalies in human emo-
tional expression. Fake texts supposed to be written by humans could be detected, as they
might not be able to reproduce this spontaneous balance between information content
and positive expression.
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